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This document contains the administrative information and overview chapter of the course notes
for the course “Artificial Intelligence 1” held at FAU Erlangen-Nürnberg in the Winter Semesters
2016/17 ff. Other parts of the lecture notes can be found at http://kwarc.info/teaching/
AI/notes-*.pdf. Recorded Syllabus Winter Semester 2022/23:

# date until slide page
1 19. 10. 2022 intro/admin 16 15
2 20. 10. 2022 What is AI? 26 26
3 26. 10. 2022 Strong/Weak AI, PROLOG
4 27. 10. 2022 PROLOG, Complexity
5 2. 11. 2022 Grammars, Math Structures Agents
6 3. 11. 2022 Rationality, Agent/Evnt. types
7 9. 11. 2022 Learning Agents, Problems, BFS, UCS
8 10. 11. 2022 IDS, greedy search, A∗

9 16. 11. 2022 local search, games, MiniMax
10 17. 11. 2022 αβ-pruning, MCTS, CSP
11 23. 11. 2022 Constratint Networks, CSP Search/Heuristics, Inference
12 24. 11. 2022 Forward Checking, AC, decomposition
13 30. 11. 2022 Cutsets, local CSP, Wumpus
14 1. 12. 2022 Syntax, Semantics PL0
15 7. 12. 2022 Hilbert-Calculus, Natural Deduction
16 8. 12. 2022 Sequents, Test Calculi, Tableaux
17 14. 12. 2022 Resolution, PLNQ
18 15. 12. 2022 Logical/Formal Systems, DPLL
19 21. 12. 2022 Clause Learning, FOL Intro
20 22. 12. 2022 FOL Syntax/Semantics, ND
21 11. 1. 2023 FO Natural Deduction/Tableaux
22 12. 1. 2023 Unification, Tableau Implementation
23 18. 1. 2023 Resolution, Prolog
24 19. 1. 2023 Knowledge Representation & Semantic Networks
25 25. 1. 2023 Semantic Web, ALC Syntax
26 26. 1. 2023 ALC Inference, Planning Intro
27 1. 2. 2023 Fluents, Frame Axioms, STRIPS
28 2. 2. 2023 induced search problem, POP, PDDL
29 8. 2. 2023 relaxing in planning, furniture coloring
30 9. 2. 2023 belief states, real world planning/acting, recap 31 28

http://kwarc.info/teaching/AI/notes-*.pdf
http://kwarc.info/teaching/AI/notes-*.pdf
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Chapter 1

Administrativa

We will now go through the ground rules for the course. This is a kind of a social contract
between the instructor and the students. Both have to keep their side of the deal to make learning
as efficient and painless as possible.

Prerequisites for AI-1

� Content Prerequisites: the mandatory courses in CS@FAU; Sem 1-4, in particular:

� Course “Algorithmen und Datenstrukturen”. (Algorithms & Data Structures)

� Course “Grundlagen der Logik in der Informatik” (GLOIN). (Logic in CS)

� Course “Berechenbarkeit und Formale Sprachen”. (Theoretical CS)

� Skillset Prerequisite: Coping with mathematical formulation of the structures

� Mathematics is the language of science (in particular computer science)

� It allows us to be very precise about what we mean. (good for you)

� Intuition: (take them with a kilo of salt)

� This is what I assume you know! (I have to assume something)

� In most cases, the dependency on these is partial and “in spirit”.

� If you have not taken these (or do not remember), read up on them as needed!

� The real Prerequisite: Motivation, Interest, Curiosity, hard work. (AI-1 is
non-trivial)

� You can do this course if you want! (and I hope you are successful)

Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 1 2023-04-18

Now we come to a topic that is always interesting to the students: the grading scheme.

Assessment, Grades

� Academic Assessment: 90 minutes exam directly after courses end (∼ Feb. 13.
2023)

� Retake Exam: 90 min exam directly after courses end the following semester (∼

5



6 CHAPTER 1. ADMINISTRATIVA

Juli 24. 2023)

� Module Grade:

� Grade via the exam (Klausur) ; 100% of the grade

� Results from “Übungen zu Künstliche Intelligenz” give up to 10% bonus to an
exam with ≥ 50% points. (not passed or ≤ 50%; no bonus)

� I do not think that this is the best possible scheme, but I have very little choice.

Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 2 2023-04-18

I basically do not have a choice in the grading sheme, as it is essentially the only one consistent with
university/state policies. For instance, I would like to give you more incentives for the homework
assignments – which would also mitigate the risk of having a bad day in the exam. Also, graded
quizzes would help you prepare for the lectures and thus let you get more out of them, but that
is also impossible.

AI-1 Homework Assignments

� Homeworks: will be small individual problem/programming/proof assignments

� but take time to solve (at least read them directly ; questions)

� group submission if and only if explicitly permitted.

� Double Jeopardy : Homeworks only give 10% bonus points for the
exam, but without trying you are unlikely to pass the exam.

� Admin: To keep things running smoothly

� Homeworks will be posted on StudOn.

� Sign up for AI-1 under https://www.studon.fau.de/crs4622069.html.

� Homeworks are handed in electronically there. (plain text, program files, PDF)

� Go to the tutorials, discuss with your TA! (they are there for you!)

� Homework Discipline:

� Start early! (many assignments need more than one evening’s work)

� Don’t start by sitting at a blank screen (talking & study group help)

� Humans will be trying to understand the text/code/math when grading it.

Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 3 2023-04-18

It is very well-established experience that without doing the homework assignments (or something
similar) on your own, you will not master the concepts, you will not even be able to ask sensible
questions, and take nothing home from the course. Just sitting in the course and nodding is not
enough! If you have questions please make sure you discuss them with the instructor, the teaching
assistants, or your fellow students. There are three sensible venues for such discussions: online in
the lecture, in the tutorials, which we discuss now, or in the course forum – see below. Finally, it
is always a very good idea to form study groups with your friends.

Tutorials for Artificial Intelligence 1

https://www.studon.fau.de/studon
https://www.studon.fau.de/crs4622069.html
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� Approach: Weekly tutorials and homework assignments (first one in week two)

� Goal 1: Reinforce what was taught in class. (you need practice)

� Goal 2: Allow you to ask any question you have in a protected environment.

� Instructor/Lead TA:

Florian Rabe (KWARC Postdoc)

� Room: 11.137 @ Händler building, florian.rabe@fau.de

� Tutorials: one each taught by Florian Rabe (lead); Joshua Chacko, Mahd Man-
tash, Ahmed Aboelela, Ilia Dudnik, and Jovial Silatsa Tchatchum

� Life-saving Advice: Go to your tutorial, and prepare for it by having looked at
the slides and the homework assignments!

� Caveat: We cannot grade all submissions with 5 TAs and ∼1000 students.

� Also: Group submission has not worked well in the past! (too many freeloaders)

Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 4 2023-04-18

One special case of academic rules that affects students is the question of cheating, which we will
cover next.

Cheating [adapted from CMU:15-211 (P. Lee, 2003)]

� There is no need to cheat in this course!! (hard work will usually do)

� Note: Cheating prevents you from learning (you are cutting into your own flesh)

� We expect you to know what is useful collaboration and what is cheating.

� You have to hand in your own original code/text/math for all assignments

� You may discuss your homework assignments with others, but if doing so impairs
your ability to write truly original code/text/math, you will be cheating

� Copying from peers, books or the Internet is plagiarism unless properly attributed
(even if you change most of the actual words)

� I am aware that there may have been different standards about this at your previous
university! (these are the ground rules here)

� There are data mining tools that monitor the originality of text/code.

� Procedure: If we catch you at cheating. . . (correction: if we suspect cheating)

� We will confront you with the allegation and impose a grade sanction.

� If you have a reasonable explanation we lift that. (you have to convince us)

� Note: Both active (copying from others) and passive cheating (allowing others to
copy) are penalized equally.

Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 5 2023-04-18

We are fully aware that the border between cheating and useful and legitimate collaboration is
difficult to find and will depend on the special case. Therefore it is very difficult to put this into

florian.rabe@fau.de
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firm rules. We expect you to develop a firm intuition about behavior with integrity over the course
of stay at FAU. Do use the opportunity to discuss the AI-1 topics with others. After all, one
of the non-trivial skills you want to learn in the course is how to talk about Artificial Intelligence
topics. And that takes practice, practice, and practice.

Due to the current AI hype, the course Artificial Intelligence is very popular and thus many
degree programs at FAU have adopted it for their curricula. Sometimes the course setup that fits
for the CS program does not fit the other’s very well, therefore there are some special conditions.
I want to state here.

Special Admin Conditions

� Some degree programs do not “import” the course Artificial Intelligence, and thus
you may not be able to register for the exam via https://campus.fau.de.

� Just send me an e-mail and come to the exam, we will issue a “Schein”.

� Tell your program coordinator about AI-1/2 so that they remedy this situation

� In “Wirtschafts-Informatik” you can only take AI-1 and AI-2 together in the “Wahlpflicht-
bereich”.

� ECTS credits need to be divisible by five ⇝7.5 + 7.5 = 15.

Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 6 2023-04-18

I can only warn of what I am aware, so if your degree program lets you jump through extra hoops,
please tell me and then I can mention them here.

https://campus.fau.de


Chapter 2

Format of the AI Course/Lecturing

We now come to the organization of the AI lectures this semester this is really still part of the
admin, but important enough to warrant its own chapter. First let me state the obvious, but
there is an important point I want to make.

Do I need to attend the lectures

� Attendance is not mandatory for the AI-1 lecture

� There are two ways of learning AI-1: (both are OK, your mileage may vary)

� Approach B: Read a Book

� Approach I: come to the lectures, be involved, interrupt me whenever you have
a question.

The only advantage of I over B is that books do not answer questions (yet! ⇝we
are working on this in AI research)

� Approach S: come to the lectures and sleep does not work!

� I really mean it: If you come to class, be involved, ask questions, challenge me
with comments, tell me about errors, . . .

� I would much rather have a lively discussion than get through all the slides

� You learn more, I have more fun (Approach B serves as a backup)

� You may have to change your habits, overcome shyness, . . . (please do!)

� This is what I get paid for, and I am more expensive than most books (get your
money’s worth)

Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 7 2023-04-18

That being said – I know that it sounds quite idealistic – can I do something to help you along
in this? Let me digress on lecturing styles ; take the following with “cum kilo salis”1, I want to
make a point here, not bad-mouth my colleagues.!

Traditional Lectures (cum kilo salis)

1with much more than the proverbial grain of salt.

9



10 CHAPTER 2. FORMAT OF THE AI COURSE/LECTURING

� One person talks to 50+ students who just listen and take notes

� The I have a book hat you do not have style makes it hard to stay awake

� It is well-known that frontal teaching does not optimize learning

� But it scales very well (especially when televised)

Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 8 2023-04-18

So there is a tension between

• scalability of teaching – which is a legitimate concern for an institution like FAU, and

• effectiveness/efficiency of learning – which is a legitimate concern for students

My Lectures? What can I do to keep you awake?

� We know how to keep large audiences engaged and motivated (even televised)

� But the topic is different (AI-1 is arguably more complex than Sports/Media)

� We’re not gonna be able to go all the way to TV entertainment (“AI-1 total”)

� But I am going to (try to) incorporate some elements . . .

Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 9 2023-04-18
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I will use interactive elements I call “questionnaires”. Here is one example to give you an idea
of what is coming.

Questionnaire

� Question: How many scientific articles (6-page double-column “papers”) were
submitted to the 2020 International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IJ-
CAI’20; online in Montreal)?

a) 7? (6 accepted for publication)

b) 811? (205 accepted accepted for publication)

c) 1996? (575 accepted accepted for publication)

d) 4717? (592 accepted accepted for publication)

� Answer: (d) is correct. ((c) if for IJCAI’15 . . . )

� Questionnaires: are my attempt to get you to interact

� At end of each logical unit (most, if I can get around to preparing them)

� You get 2 -5 minutes, feel free to make noise (e.g. discuss with your neighbors)

Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 10 2023-04-18

One of the reasons why I like the questionnaire format is that it is a small instance of a question-
answer game that is much more effective in inducing learning – recall that learning happens in
the head of the student, no matter what the instructor tries to do – than frontal lectures. In
fact Sokrates – the grand old man of didactics – is said to have taught his students exclusively
by asking leading questions. His style coined the name of the teaching style “Socratic Dialogue”,
which unfortunately does not scale to a class of 100+ students.

More Generally: My Questions to You

� When will I ask them?

� In questionnaires.

� At various points during the lectures.

� We’ll do examples together.

� Why do I ask them?

� They give you the option to follow the lectures actively.

� They allow me to check whether or not you are able to follow.

� How will I look for answers?

� “Streber syndrom”: 3 students answer all the questions, N − 3 sleep.

� If this happens, I may resort to picking students randomly.

There is nothing to be ashamed of when giving a wrong answer! You wouldn’t
believe the number of times I got something wrong myself (I do hope all bugs are
removed now, but . . . )
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Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 11 2023-04-18

Unfortunately, this idea of adding questionnaires is mitigated by a simple fact of life. Good
questionnaires require good ideas, which are hard to come by; in particular for AI-1-2, I do not
have many. But maybe you – the students – can help.

Call for Help/Ideas with/for Questionnaires

� I have some questionnaires . . . , but more would be good!

� I made some good ones . . . , but better ones would be better

� Please help me with your ideas (I am not Stefan Raab)

� You know something about AI-1 by then.

� You know when you would like to break the lecture by a questionnaire.

� There must be a lot of hidden talent! (you are many, I am only one)

� I would be grateful just for the idea. (I can work out the details)

Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 12 2023-04-18



Chapter 3

Resources

But what if you are not in a lecture or tutorial and want to find out more about the AI-1 topics?

Textbook, Handouts and Information, Forums, Videos

� Textbook: Russel & Norvig: Artificial Intelligence, A modern Approach [RN09].

� basically “broad but somewhat shallow”

� great to get intuitions on the basics of AI

Make sure that you read the edition ≥ 3 ⇝vastly improved over ≤ 2.

� Course notes: will be posted at http://kwarc.info/teaching/AI/notes.pdf

� more detailed than [RN09] in some areas

� I mostly prepare them as we go along (semantically preloaded ; research
resource)

� please e-mail me any errors/shortcomings you notice. (improve for the group)

� StudOn Forum: https://www.studon.fau.de/crs4622069.html for

� announcements, homeworks (my view on the forum)

� questions, discussion among your fellow students (your forum too, use it!)

� Course Videos: AI-1 will be streamed/recorded at https://fau.tv/course/
id/3180

� Organized: Video course nuggets are available at https://fau.tv/course/
id/1690 (short; organized by topic)

� Backup: The lectures from WS 2016/17 to SS 2018 have been recorded
(in English and German), see https://www.fau.tv/search/term.html?q=
Kohlhase

Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 13 2023-04-18

Next we come to a special project that is going on in parallel to teaching the course. I am using the
course materials as a research object as well. This gives you an additional resource, but may affect
the shape of the coures materials (which now serve double purpose). Of course I can use all the
help on the research project I can get, so please give me feedback, report errors and shortcomings,
and suggest improvements.

13
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14 CHAPTER 3. RESOURCES

Experiment: E-Learning with KWARC Technologies

� My research area: Deep representation formats for (mathematical) knowledge

� Application: E-learning systems (represent knowledge to transport it)

� Experiment: Start with this course (Drink my own medicine)

1. Re-Represent the slide materials in OMDoc (Open Mathematical Documents)

2. Feed it into the ALeA system (http://courses.voll-ki.fau.de)

3. Try it on you all (to get feedback from you)

� Tasks (I cannot pay you for this)

� help me complete the material on the slides (what is missing/would help?)

� I need to remember “what I say”, examples on the board. (take notes)

� Benefits for you (so why should you help?)

� you will be mentioned in the acknowledgements (for all that is worth)

� you will help build better course materials (think of next-year’s students)

Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 14 2023-04-18

VoLL-KI Portal at https://courses.vollki.fau.de

� Idea: Provide HTML versions of the slides/notes and embed learning support
services into them. (for pre/postparation of lectures)

� Definition 3.0.1. Call a document active, iff it is interactive and adapts to specific
information needs of the readers. (course notes on steroids)

� Example 3.0.2 (Definition on Hover). When we hover on a (cyan) term refer-
ence, hovering shows us the definition. (even works
recursively)

http://courses.voll-ki.fau.de
https://courses.voll ki.fau.de
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When we click on the hover popup, we get even more information!

� Example 3.0.3 (Guided Tour). A guided tour for a concept c assembles defini-
tions/etc. into a self-contained mini-course culminating at c.

Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 15 2023-04-18

ALeA=̂ Data-Driven & AI-enabled Learning Assistance

� Ingredient 1: Domain model =̂
knowledge/theory graph

� Ingredient 2: Learner model =̂
adding competency estimations

� Ingredient 3: A collection of ready-
formulated learning objects

� Ingredient 4: Educational dialogue
planner ; guided tours

DyBN MDP POMDP

time pref

N ≤ utility

DyBN MDP POMDP

time pref

N ≤ utility
A theory graph provides (modular representation of the domain)

� symbols with URIs for all concepts, objects, and relations

� definitions, notations, and verbalizations for all symbols

� “object-oriented inheritance” and views between theories.

The learner model is a function from learner IDs × symbol URIs to competency values

� competency comes in six cognitive dimensions: remember, understand, analyze,
evaluate, apply, and create.

� ALeA logs all learner interactions (keeps data learner-private)
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� each interaction updates the learner model function.

Learning objects are the text fragments learners see and interact with; they are struc-
tured by

� didactic relations, e.g. tasks have prerequisites and learning objectives

� rhetoric relations, e.g. introduction, elaboration, and transition

The dialogue planner assembles learning objects into active course materials using

� the domain model and didactic relations to determine the order of LOs

� the learner model to determine what to show

� the rhetoric relations to make the dialogue coherent

Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 16 2023-04-18

New Feature: Drilling with Flashcards

� Flashcards challenge you with a task (term/problem) on the front. . .

. . . and the definition/answer is on the back.

� Self-assessment updates the learner model (before/after)

� Bonus: Flashcards can be generated from existing semantic markup (educational
equivalent to free beer)

Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 17 2023-04-18

FAU has issued a very insightful guide on using lecture recordings. It is a good idea to heed these
recommendations, even if they seem annoying at first.

Practical recommendations on Lecture Resources

� Excellent Guide: [Nor+18a] (german Version at [Nor+18b])
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Attend lectures.

Take notes.

Be specific.

Catch up.

Ask for help.

Don’t cut corners.

Using lecture 
recordings: 
A guide for students

Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 18 2023-04-18
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Chapter 4

Artificial Intelligence – Who?,
What?, When?, Where?, and Why?

We start the course by giving an overview of (the problems, methods, and issues of ) Artificial
Intelligence, and what has been achieved so far.

Naturally, this will dwell mostly on philosophical aspects – we will try to understand what
the important issues might be and what questions we should even be asking. What the most
important avenues of attacks may be and where AI research is being carried out.

In particular the discussion will be very non-technical – we have very little basis to discuss tech-
nicalities yet. But stay with me, this will drastically change very soon. A Video Nugget covering
the introduction of this chapter can be found at https://fau.tv/clip/id/21467.

Plot for this chapter

� Motivation, overview, and finding out what you already know

� What is Artificial Intelligence?

� What has AI already achieved?

� A (very) quick walk through the AI-1 topics.

� How can you get involved with AI at KWARC?

Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 19 2023-04-18

4.1 What is Artificial Intelligence?
A Video Nugget covering this section can be found at https://fau.tv/clip/id/21701.
The first question we have to ask ourselves is “What is Artificial Intelligence?”, i.e. how can we
define it. And already that poses a problem since the natural definition like human intelligence,
but artificially realized presupposes a definition of Intelligence, which is equally problematic; even
Psychologists and Philosophers – the subjects nominally “in charge” of human intelligence – have
problems defining it, as witnessed by the plethora of theories e.g. found at [WHI].

What is Artificial Intelligence? Definition

19
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� Definition 4.1.1 (According to
Wikipedia). Artificial Intelligence (AI)
is intelligence exhibited by machines

� Definition 4.1.2 (also). Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI) is a sub-field of computer science
that is concerned with the automation of in-
telligent behavior.

� BUT: it is already difficult to define “Intel-
ligence” precisely

� Definition 4.1.3 (Elaine Rich). Artificial
Intelligence (AI) studies how we can make
the computer do things that humans can still
do better at the moment.

Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 20 2023-04-18

Maybe we can get around the problems of defining “what Artificial intelligence is”, by just de-
scribing the necessary components of AI (and how they interact). Let’s have a try to see whether
that is more informative.

What is Artificial Intelligence? Components
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� Elaine Rich: AI studies how we
can make the computer do things
that humans can still do better at
the moment.

� This needs a combination of

� the ability to learn
� inference
� perception
� language understanding
� emotion

Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 21 2023-04-18

4.2 Artificial Intelligence is here today!
A Video Nugget covering this section can be found at https://fau.tv/clip/id/21697.

https://fau.tv/clip/id/21697
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The components of Artificial Intelligence are quite daunting, and none of them are fully un-
derstood, much less achieved artificially. But for some tasks we can get by with much less. And
indeed that is what the field of Artificial Intelligence does in practice – but keeps the lofty ideal
around. This practice of “trying to achieve AI in selected and restricted domains” (cf. the discus-
sion starting with slide 27) has borne rich fruits: systems that meet or exceed human capabilities
in such areas. Such systems are in common use in many domains of application.

Artificial Intelligence is here today!
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� in outer space

� in outer space systems
need autonomous con-
trol:

� remote control impos-
sible due to time lag

� in artificial limbs

� the user controls the
prosthesis via existing
nerves, can e.g. grip
a sheet of paper.

� in household appliances

� The iRobot Roomba
vacuums, mops, and
sweeps in corners, . . . ,
parks, charges, and
discharges.

� general robotic house-
hold help is on the
horizon.

� in hospitals

� in the USA 90% of the
prostate operations are
carried out by Ro-
boDoc

� Paro is a cuddly robot
that eases solitude in
nursing homes.

� for safety/security

� e.g. Intel verifies cor-
rectness of all chips af-
ter the “pentium 5 dis-
aster”
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Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 22 2023-04-18

And here’s what you all have been waiting for . . .

� AlphaGo is a program by Google DeepMind to play the board game go.

� In March 2016, it beat Lee Sedol in a five-game match, the first time a go pro-
gram has beaten a 9 dan professional without handicaps. In December 2017
AlphaZero, a successor of AlphaGo “learned” the games go, chess, and shogi in
24 hours, achieving a superhuman level of play in these three games by defeating
world-champion programs. By September 2019, AlphaStar, a variant of AlphaGo,
attained “grandmaster level” in Starcraft II, a real time strategy game with partially
observable state. AlphaStar now among the top 0.2% of human players.

Michael Kohlhase: Artificial Intelligence 1 23 2023-04-18

We will conclude this section with a note of caution.

The AI Conundrum

� Observation: Reserving the term “Artificial Intelligence” has been quite a land
grab!

� But: researchers at the Dartmouth Conference (1950) really thought they would
solve/reach AI in two/three decades.

� Consequence: AI still asks the big questions.

� Another Consequence: AI as a field is an incubator for many innovative tech-
nologies.

� AI Conundrum: Once AI solves a subfield it is called “computer science”.
(becomes a separate subfield of CS)

� Example 4.2.1. Functional/Logic Programming, ATPautomated theorem proving,
Planning, Machine Learning, Knowledge Representation, . . .

� Still Consequence: AI research was alternatingly flooded with money and cut off
brutally.
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4.3 Ways to Attack the AI Problem
A Video Nugget covering this section can be found at https://fau.tv/clip/id/21717.
There are currently three main avenues of attack to the problem of building artificially intelligent
systems. The (historically) first is based on the symbolic representation of knowledge about the
world and uses inference-based methods to derive new knowledge on which to base action decisions.
The second uses statistical methods to deal with uncertainty about the world state and learning
methods to derive new (uncertain) world assumptions to act on.

Three Main Approaches to Artificial Intelligence

� Definition 4.3.1. Symbolic AI is based on the assumption that many aspects of
intelligence can be achieved by the manipulation of symbols, combining them into
structures (expressions) and manipulating them (using processes) to produce new
expressions.

� Definition 4.3.2. Statistical AI remedies the two shortcomings of symbolic AI
approaches: that all concepts represented by symbols are crisply defined, and that
all aspects of the world are knowable/representable in principle. Statistical AI adopts
sophisticated mathematical models of uncertainty and uses them to create more
accurate world models and reason about them.

� Definition 4.3.3. Subsymbolic AI attacks the assumption of symbolic and sta-
tistical AI that intelligence can be achieved by reasoning about the state of the
world. Instead it posits that intelligence must be embodied i.e. situated in the
world, equipped with a “body” that can interact with it via sensors and actuators.
The main method for realizing intelligent behavior is by learning from the world, i.e.
machine learning.
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As a consequence, the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) is an engineering field at the intersec-
tion of computer science (logic, programming, applied statistics), cognitive science (psychology,
neuroscience), philosophy (can machines think, what does that mean?), linguistics (natural lan-
guage understanding), and mechatronics (robot hardware, sensors).
Subsymbolic AI and in particular machine learning is currently hyped to such an extent, that
many people take it to be synonymous with “Artificial Intelligence”. It is one of the goals of this
course to show students that this is a very impoverished view.

Two ways of reaching Artificial Intelligence?

� We can classify the AI approaches by their coverage and the analysis depth (they
are complementary)

https://fau.tv/clip/id/21717
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Deep symbolic not there yet
AI-1 cooperation?

Shallow no-one wants this statistical/sub symbolic
AI-2

Analysis ↑
vs. Narrow Wide

Coverage →

� This semester we will cover foundational aspects of symbolic AI (deep/narrow
processing)

� next semester concentrate on statistical/subsymbolic AI.
(shallow/wide-coverage)
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We combine the topics in this way in this course, not only because this reproduces the historical
development but also as the methods of statistical and subsymbolic AI share a common basis.
It is important to notice that all approaches to AI have their application domains and strong points.
We will now see that exactly the two areas, where symbolic AI and statistical/subsymbolic AI
have their respective fortes correspond to natural application areas.

Environmental Niches for both Approaches to AI

� Observation: There are two kinds of applications/tasks in AI

� Consumer tasks: consumer grade applications have tasks that must be fully
generic and wide coverage. ( e.g. machine translation like Google Translate)

� Producer tasks: producer grade applications must be high-precision, but can be
domain-specific (e.g. multilingual documentation, machinery-control, program
verification, medical technology)

Precision
100% Producer Tasks

50% Consumer Tasks

103±1 Concepts 106±1 Concepts Coverage

� General Rule: Subsymbolic AI is well suited for consumer tasks, while symbolic
AI is better suited for producer tasks.

� A domain of producer tasks I am interested in: Mathematical/Technical Docu-
ments.
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An example of a producer task – indeed this is where the name comes from – is the case of a
machine tool manufacturer T , which produces digitally programmed machine tools worth multiple

https://translate.google.com/
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million Euro and sells them into dozens of countries. Thus T must also comprehensive machine
operation manuals, a non-trivial undertaking, since no two machines are identical and they must
be translated into many languages, leading to hundreds of documents. As those manual share a lot
of semantic content, their management should be supported by AI techniques. It is critical that
these methods maintain a high precision, operation errors can easily lead to very costly machine
damage and loss of production. On the other hand, the domain of these manuals is quite restricted.
A machine tool has a couple of hundred components only that can be described by a comple of
thousand attribute only.

Indeed companies like T employ high-precision AI techniques like the ones we will cover in this
course successfully; they are just not so much in the public eye as the consumer tasks.

To get this out of the way . . .

� AlphaGo = search + neural networks (symbolic + subsymbolic AI)

� we do search this semester and cover neural networks in AI-2.

� I will explain AlphaGo a bit in chapter 9 (Adversarial Search for Game Playing)
in the AI lecture notes.
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4.4 Strong vs. Weak AI
A Video Nugget covering this section can be found at https://fau.tv/clip/id/21724.
To get this out of the way before we begin: We now come to a distinction that is often mud-
dled in popular discussions about “Artificial Intelligence”, but should be cristal clear to students
of the course AI-1 – after all, you are upcoming “AI-specialists”.

Strong AI vs. Narrow AI

� Definition 4.4.1. With the term narrow AI (also weak AI, instrumental AI, applied
AI) we refer to the use of software to study or accomplish specific problem solving
or reasoning tasks (e.g. playing chess/go, controlling elevators, composing music,
. . . )

� Definition 4.4.2. With the term strong AI (also full AI, AGI) we denote the quest
for software performing at the full range of human cognitive abilities.

� Definition 4.4.3. Problems requiring strong AI to solve are called AI hard.

https://fau.tv/clip/id/21724
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� In short: We can characterize the difference intuitively:

� narrow AI: What (most) computer scientists think AI is / should be.

� strong AI: What Hollywood authors think AI is / should be.

� Needless to say we are only going to cover narrow AI in this course!
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One can usually defuse public worries about “is AI going to take control over the world” by just
explaining the difference between strong AI and weak AI clearly.
I would like to add a few words on AGI, that – if you adopt them; they are not universally accepted
– will strengthen the arguments differentiating between strong and weak AI.

A few words on AGI. . .

� The conceptual and mathematical framework (agents, environments etc.) is the
same for strong AI and weak AI.

� AGI research focuses mostly on abstract aspects of machine learning (reinforce-
ment learning, neural nets) and decision/game theory (“which goals should an AGI
pursue?”).

� Academic respectability of AGI fluctuates massively, recently increased (again).
(correlates somewhat with AI winters and golden years)

� Public attention increasing due to talk of “existential risks of AI” (e.g. Hawking,
Musk, Bostrom, Yudkowsky, Obama, . . . )

� Kohlhase’s View: Weak AI is here, strong AI is very far off. (not in my lifetime)

But even if that is true, weak AI will affect all of us deeply in everyday life.

� Example 4.4.4. You should not train to be an accountant or truck driver!
(bots will replace you)
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I want to conclude this section with an overview over the recent protagonists – both personal and
institutional – of AGI.

AGI Research and Researchers

� “Famous” research(ers) / organizations

� MIRI (Machine Intelligence Research Institute), Eliezer Yudkowsky (Formerly
known as “Singularity Institute”)

� Future of Humanity Institute Oxford (Nick Bostrom),

� Google (Ray Kurzweil),

� AGIRI / OpenCog (Ben Goertzel),

� petrl.org (People for the Ethical Treatment of Reinforcement Learners).
(Obviously somewhat tongue-in-cheek)

� : Be highly skeptical about any claims with respect to AGI!(Kohlhase’s View)

petrl.org
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4.5 AI Topics Covered
A Video Nugget covering this section can be found at https://fau.tv/clip/id/21719. We
will now preview the topics covered by the course “Artificial Intelligence” in the next two semesters.

Topics of AI-1 (Winter Semester)

� Getting Started

� What is Artificial Intelligence? (situating ourselves)

� Logic programming in ProLog (An influential paradigm)

� Intelligent Agents (a unifying framework)

� Problem Solving

� Problem Solving and search (Black Box World States and Actions)

� Adversarial Search (Game playing) (A nice application of Search)

� constraint satisfaction problems (Factored World States)

� Knowledge and Reasoning

� Formal Logic as the Mathematics of Meaning

� Propositional logic and satisfiability (Atomic Propositions)

� First-order logic and theorem proving (Quantification)

� Logic programming (Logic + Search; Programming)

� Description logics and semantic web

� Planning

� Planning Frameworks

� Planning Algorithms

� Planning and Acting in the real world
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Topics of AI-2 (Summer Semester)

� Uncertain Knowledge and Reasoning

� Uncertainty

� Probabilistic Reasoning

� Making Decisions in Episodic Environments

� Problem Solving in Sequential Environments

� Foundations of Machine Learning

https://fau.tv/clip/id/21719
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� Learning from Observations

� Knowledge in Learning

� Statistical Learning Methods

� Communication (If there is time)

� Natural Language Processing

� Natural Language for Communication
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AI1SysProj: A Systems/Project Supplement to AI-1

� The AI-1 course concentrates on concepts, theory, and algorithms of symbolic AI.

� Problem: Engineering/Systems Aspects of AI are very important as well.

� Partial Solution: Getting your hands dirty in the homeworks and the Kalah
Challenge

� Full Solution: AI1SysProj: AI-1 Systems Project (10 ECTS, 30-50places)

� For each Topic of AI-1, where will be a mini-project in AI1SysProj

� e.g. for game-play there will be Chinese Checkers (more difficult than Kalah)

� e.g. for CSP we will schedule TechFak courses or exams (from real data)

� solve challenges by implementing the AI-1 algorithms or use SoA systems

� Question: Should I take AI1SysProj in my first semester? (i.e. now)

� Answer: It depends . . . (on your situation)

� most master’s programs require a 10-ECTS “Master’s Project”(Master AI: two)

� there will be a great pressure on project places (so reserve one early)

� BUT 10 ECTS =̂ 250-300 hours involvement by definition (1/3 of your
time/ECTS)

� BTW: There will also be an AI2SysProj next semester! (another chance)
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4.6 AI in the KWARC Group
A Video Nugget covering this section can be found at https://fau.tv/clip/id/21725.

Now allow me to beat my own drum. In my research group at FAU, we do research on
a particular kind of Artificial Intelligence: logic, language, and information. This may not be
the most fashionable or well-hyped area in AI, but it is challenging, well-respected, and – most
importantly – fun.

The KWARC Research Group

https://fau.tv/clip/id/21725
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� Observation: The ability to represent knowledge about the world and to draw
logical inferences is one of the central components of intelligent behavior.

� Thus: reasoning components of some form are at the heart of many AI systems.

� KWARC Angle: Scaling up (web-coverage) without dumbing down (too much)

� Content markup instead of full formalization (too tedious)

� User support and quality control instead of “The Truth” (elusive anyway)

� use Mathematics as a test tube ( Mathematics =̂ Anything Formal )

� care more about applications than about philosophy (we cannot help getting
this right anyway as logicians)

� The KWARC group was established at Jacobs Univ. in 2004, moved to FAU Erlan-
gen in 2016

� see http://kwarc.info for projects, publications, and links
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Research in the KWARC group ranges over a variety of topics, which range from foundations
of mathematics to relatively applied web information systems. I will try to organize them into
three pillars here.

Overview: KWARC Research and Projects

Applications: eMath 3.0, Active Documents, Active Learning, Semantic Spread-
sheets/CAD/CAM, Change Mangagement, Global Digital Math Library, Math
Search Systems, SMGloM: Semantic Multilingual Math Glossary, Serious Games,
. . .
Foundations of Math:
� MathML, OpenMath

� advanced Type Theories

� MMT: Meta Meta The-
ory

� Logic Morphisms/Atlas

� Theorem Prover/CAS In-
teroperability

� Mathematical Model-
s/Simulation

KM & Interaction:
� Semantic Interpretation

(aka. Framing)

� math-literate interaction

� MathHub: math archi-
ves & active docs

� Active documents: em-
bedded semantic services

� Model-based Education

Semantization:
� LATEXML: LATEX → XML

� STEX: Semantic LATEX

� invasive editors

� Context-Aware IDEs

� Mathematical Corpora

� Linguistics of Math

� ML for Math Semantics
Extraction

Foundations: Computational Logic, Web Technologies, OMDoc/MMT
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For all of these areas, we are looking for bright and motivated students to work with us. This
can take various forms, theses, internships, and paid student assistantships.

Research Topics in the KWARC Group

� We are always looking for bright, motivated KWARCies.

http://kwarc.info
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� We have topics in for all levels! (Enthusiast, Bachelor, Master, Ph.D.)

� List of current topics: https://gl.kwarc.info/kwarc/thesis-projects/

� Automated Reasoning: Maths Representation in the Large

� Logics development, (Meta)n-Frameworks

� Math Corpus Linguistics: Semantics Extraction

� Serious Games, Cognitive Engineering, Math Information Retrieval, Legal Rea-
soning, . . .

� We always try to find a topic at the intersection of your and our interests.

� We also often have positions!. (HiWi, Ph.D.: 1
2 , PostDoc: full)
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Sciences like physics or geology, and engineering need high-powered equipment to perform
measurements or experiments. computer science and in particular the KWARC group needs high
powered human brains to build systems and conduct thought experiments.

The KWARC group may not always have as much funding as other AI research groups, but
we are very dedicated to give the best possible research guidance to the students we supervise.

So if this appeals to you, please come by and talk to us.

https://gl.kwarc.info/kwarc/thesis-projects/
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